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ABSTRACT 20 

Background: Impingement resulting in soft tissue damage has been observed in hips with 21 

abnormal morphologies. Geometric parameterisation can be used to automatically generate 22 

a range of bone geometries for use in computational models, including femurs with cam 23 

deformity on the femoral neck.  24 

Methods: This study verified patient-specific parametric finite element models of 20 25 

patients with cam deformity (10 female, 10 male) through comparison to their patient-26 

specific segmentation-based equivalents. The parameterisation system was then used to 27 

generate further models with parametrically defined geometry to investigate morphological 28 

changes in both the femur and acetabulum and their effects on impingement. 29 

Findings: Similar findings were observed between segmentation-based and parametric 30 

models when assessing soft tissue strains under impingement conditions, resulting from 31 

high flexion and internal rotations. Parametric models with cam morphology demonstrated 32 

that clinically used alpha angles should not be relied on for estimating impingement severity 33 

since planar views do not capture the full three-dimensional geometry of the joint. 34 

Furthermore, the parametric approach allowed study of labral shape changes, indicating 35 

higher strains can result from bony overcoverage.   36 

Interpretation: The position of cams, as well as their size, can affect the level of soft tissue 37 

strain occurring in the hip. This highlights the importance of reporting the full details of 38 

three-dimensional geometry used when developing computational models of the hip joint 39 

and suggests that it could be beneficial to stratify the patient population when considering 40 

treatment options, since certain morphologies may be at greater risk of elevated soft tissue 41 

strain.  42 

 43 

Keywords:  femoroacetabular impingement; finite element; hip shape; geometric parameterisation 44 

 45 

1. INTRODUCTION 46 

Abnormal bone morphology in the hip is associated with femoroacetabular impingement 47 

(FAI), in which repeated contact between the proximal femur and the acetabular rim can 48 

result in pain and intra-articular damage [1]. A particular example is cam deformity, in which 49 

excess bone is present on the femoral neck. Cams most typically occur in young adults, and 50 

are more prevalent among males [2]. Understanding of the circumstances leading to 51 

symptomatic impingement remains elusive, especially because some hips possessing 52 

morphology characteristic of FAI remain asymptomatic [3].  53 

In order to investigate the effects of bone morphology on tissue strains computationally, it 54 

is useful to be able to automatically generate multiple geometries representative of the 55 

population variation. This can be achieved using a parametric approach to finite element 56 

models of the hip [4, 5]. A recent study [4] demonstrated that parameterised models could 57 

identify differences in contact mechanics between two different subjects with healthy hips 58 

across a gait cycle, providing confidence that such models can be used to systematically 59 
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evaluate the effects of clinically relevant changes in morphology. However, some studies 60 

suggest that models with idealised geometry can lead to poor estimates of hip contact 61 

stresses [6, 7]. It is therefore important that parametric models are compared with 62 

segmented patient-specific models in order to understand the effects of smoothing out local 63 

undulations in subject-specific articular geometries. As well as isolating the effects of 64 

individual changes, parametric models with simplified articular surfaces can alleviate 65 

computational convergence issues [8] reported to occur when using more complex 66 

geometry [9]. 67 

Geometrical variations generated in parametric models must be well defined. Clinically used 68 

radiographic measurements such as the alpha angle, which estimates the asphericity of the 69 

femoral head, are highly dependent on the two-dimensional radiographic view of the joint 70 

and do not capture the full three-dimensional geometry [10, 11]. Alpha angles can therefore 71 

be ambiguous and are not well suited to describing geometrical variation. 72 

Contact pressures and stresses have been widely used to assess cartilage compression and 73 

potential degradation [6, 7, 9, 12], but strains and positional changes in soft tissues, 74 

especially the labrum and cartilage-labrum junction, may be more pertinent for improving 75 

understanding of when impingement damage may occur. Abutment of the cam against the 76 

acetabular rim may result in damage due to cartilage abrasion and translation of the labrum 77 

away from the joint [2, 13].  78 

The aims of this study were to:  79 

1) Establish the effect of geometric simplification in finite element models of impingement 80 

when assessing labrum displacement and cartilage-labrum junction strain.   81 

2) Demonstrate the capability of the parameterisation system in distinguishing the effects of 82 

cam size and position, beyond what is possible using an alpha angle measurement.    83 

3) Assess the effects of parametrically varying labrum size and labrum-bone ratio. 84 

 85 

2. METHODS 86 

We previously developed a geometric parameterisation system capable of representing 87 

segmented femurs with cam deformity with root mean squared surface fitting errors in the 88 

region of 0.6 mm, allowing isolation of the size and position of cams [10]. The 89 

parameterisation method allowed generation of new femoral geometries with the neck 90 

region described by ellipses (Fig. 1).  91 

2.1 Segmented vs parametric femoral geometry  92 

Femurs from 10 female and 10 male patients (age range 22-49 years, median 34.5), with 93 

clinically diagnosed cam deformity were segmented from CT images (Sensation 16 CT 94 

scanner, Siemens, Berlin and Munich, Germany, voxel size: 0.7422 x 0.7422 x 1 mm) using 95 

Simpleware ScanIP 7.0 (Synopsys, Mountain View, USA). Ethical approval was granted by the 96 

University of Leeds MEEC research ethics committee (MEEC 11-044). A parameterisation 97 
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method [10] was used to generate an equivalent parametric model for each segmented 98 

model (Fig. 2).  99 

Simplified geometry representing the acetabulum was created as a spherical cup shape with 100 

33% of the surface area of a complete sphere. Spherical acetabular cartilage was included 101 

with the acetabular fossa represented by removing a notch from the centre region. The 102 

labrum was generated by sweeping a triangular cross section [5, 13] about the circular 103 

acetabular rim. This basic acetabular geometry was scaled according to the head radius of 104 

each femur to provide a mean cartilage thickness of approximately 1 mm across all models. 105 

Let HR denote the femoral head radius of a given model, then the acetabular cartilage 106 

thickness was assigned as HR/A where A = 22.95 mm, based on the average head radius for 107 

the 20 hips. The labrum length was 7HR/25 mm [5]. In all models, the acetabulum was 108 

rotated to simulate a standardised anteversion angle of 20o and centre edge angle of 30o. 109 

These angles were chosen based on reported average values for CE and AV angles, including 110 

the subjects in this study [5, 10, 14, 15]. 111 

 112 

Starting from a 90o flexion position, boundary conditions were used to simulate internal 113 

rotation of the femurs up to a maximum of 35o. In all cases, the acetabulum was fixed in 114 

place whilst the femur was constrained in translation and rotated to impinge against the 115 

labrum. Contact between surfaces was modelled as frictionless with finite sliding and hard 116 

contact (linear penalty algorithm). Femurs were by default rotated about their head centre, 117 

but in practice this was only successful in six cases. In the other cases, this rotation either 118 

caused severe overclosure of the femoral and acetabular surfaces, or did not result in the 119 

cam contacting the labrum. In each case the point of rotation was adjusted on the femoral 120 

neck axis to optimise for convergence whilst achieving impingement against the labrum 121 

without overclosure due to the irregular contact surfaces. The same boundary conditions 122 

were used for the segmented and parametric models of each individual patient.  123 

Generation of all models was automated in Abaqus 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-124 

Villacoublay, France) using Python. All FE models were quasi-static analyses, with geometric 125 

non-linearity. 126 

2.2 Parametric morphology tests  127 

In order to demonstrate the capability of the parameterisation system, it was used to 128 

generate additional parametric models. Boundary conditions in these models simulated 129 

flexion from 70o to 90o, followed by up to 35o of internal rotation. 130 

Four models were created with parametrically varied femurs. Maintaining a constant head 131 

radius of 25 mm, parameters defining the neck region were adjusted to define four 132 

variations, featuring two different cam radii (low and high) and two cam positions (anterior 133 

and superior). Alpha angles of these four parametric femurs were measured as the angle 134 

between the line passing through the femoral neck midpoint and the femoral head centre, 135 

and the line from the femoral head centre to the anterior point where the femoral head 136 
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diverges from spherical. This was done in anterior-posterior (AP) and in cross-table lateral 137 

views using ImageJ 1.51k (National Institute of Health, Rockville, USA) [16].  138 

A further five models were generated in which the acetabulum was parametrically varied. In 139 

these cases the femur was assigned a constant cam radius and position. The base model 140 

used the same acetabulum used in the previous models. The four additional cases were: 141 

increased labrum length, with unchanged and increased overall coverage; and decreased 142 

labrum length, with unchanged and decreased overall coverage. 143 

2.3 Outputs of interest  144 

 145 

Peak displacements in the labrum and tensile strains (maximum principal logarithmic strain) 146 

at the cartilage-labrum junction were recorded throughout the simulations. Maximum 147 

displacements occurred at the labral tip and this gave one indication in each case of the 148 

severity of impingement as the labrum was deformed by the cam. Tensile strain occurring at 149 

the cartilage-labrum junction area was also of interest because this deformation may be a 150 

cause of cartilage surface fibre damage. To quantify model agreement, the difference in 151 

results between parametric and segmented models was recorded after every 5o of rotation, 152 

allowing the root mean squared difference for each specimen to be calculated.  153 

2.4 Material properties 154 

 155 

In all models in this study, femoral bones and the acetabulum were modelled as rigid bodies 156 

[5, 17]. Femoral cartilage was assigned with isotropic linearly elastic material properties (E = 157 

12MPa, ｀ = 0.4) [5, 9]. Biphasic cartilage properties were not considered in this study since 158 

modelling cartilage as elastic is an appropriate simplification to predict short term contact 159 

stresses [18, 19]. 160 

Acetabular cartilage and the labrum were also modelled as linearly elastic, but were 161 

assigned transversely isotropic properties defined according to typical collagen fibril 162 

alignment. Collagen fibrils in cartilage are believed to be orientated parallel to the articular 163 

surface in outer layers, but perpendicular and anchored to the bone in inner layers [20, 21, 164 

22]. Thus the elastic modulus in the direction perpendicular to the articular surface was 165 

assigned to be greatest at the base layer (boundary between subchondral bone and 166 

cartilage), reduced in the middle layer and lowest at the articular surface. The modulus in 167 

the directions perpendicular to the articular surface was assigned to be greatest at the 168 

surface, reduced in the middle layer and lowest at the base layer (E = 9, 12, 15 MPa 169 

respectively). Collagen fibrils in the labrum are believed to be predominantly aligned 170 

circumferentially [23, 24], so a greater modulus was assigned in the circumferential 171 

direction (E = 20MPa and 12MPa respectively). In all acetabular cartilage layers and in the 172 

labrum, Pﾗｷゲゲﾗﾐげゲ ヴ;デｷﾗ ┘;ゲ ゲWデ ;ゲ ｀ Э 0.4 and the shear modulus G was assigned so that 2G 173 

= (Emean) / (1+ ｀).  174 

2.5 Mesh generation and sensitivity 175 
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Hexahedral meshes were desired for meshing soft tissues because linear tetrahedral 176 

elements are stiffer than hexahedral elements, and using tetrahedral elements for contact 177 

problems can result in locking, large stress concentrations and poor estimations of contact 178 

areas [25]. Quadrilateral meshes were therefore required on bone surfaces. To achieve 179 

quadrilateral meshes on segmented bone surfaces, they were exported from ScanIP using 180 

the +NURBS module and subsequently meshed within Abaqus. Femoral cartilage layers were 181 

produced as orphan hexahedral meshes created by offsetting the meshes on the femoral 182 

bone parts (thickness 1 mm). Acetabular cartilage and the labrum were also meshed with 183 

hexahedral elements.  184 

 185 

The mesh density adopted was determined after mesh convergence tests. Displacements 186 

seen in the models were converged at the mesh density of three elements across the 187 

thickness of the acetabular cartilage and labrum, but local strain was more sensitive to mesh 188 

resolution. To achieve convergence for all outputs of interest, six elements were used across 189 

the thickness of the acetabular cartilage and labrum (that is, two elements for each distinct 190 

cartilage layer), resulting in approximately 156,000 elements for the acetabular soft tissue 191 

(8-node linear brick, reduced integration, enhanced hourglass control). Only two elements 192 

were used across the thickness of the femoral cartilage because outputs from acetabular 193 

side were of interest and the femoral cartilage did not affect contact between the bony cam 194 

and acetabular-labral junction. 195 

 196 

3. RESULTS 197 

The data associated with this paper are openly available from the University of Leeds data 198 

Repository [26]. 199 

For the segmented and equivalent parametric models, the range of positions used for the 200 

centre of rotation was -2 mm to 4 mm (where positive is more proximal), and the average 201 

position was 1.2 mm proximally above the femoral head centre. The level of internal 202 

rotation achieved ranged from 23o to 35o. In all models the typical deformation pattern 203 

consisted of displacement of the labrum and compression of the cartilage-labrum junction 204 

(Fig. 3). Generally similar displacements and strains occurred in the segmented and 205 

equivalent parametric models; the range in root mean squared difference in results for the 206 

segmented and parametric models was 0.0039 - 0.1292 mm for peak labral displacement 207 

and 0.0002 - 0.0134 for peak strain (Fig. 4). For context, displacements peaked at 5.4 mm, 208 

and strains peaked at 0.53. The lower levels of agreement occurred when the local fitting 209 

errors between the parametric and segmented surfaces in the cam region were larger, 210 

particularly > 1 mm. (Fig. 5). 211 

High deformation of elements in the cartilage-labrum junction prevented models converging 212 

past a certain level of rotation, so for the additional parametric tests, rotation levels where 213 

all models converged were used to generate comparison graphs. This was 15o for the 214 
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models where cam morphology was varied (Fig. 6) and 25o for the models where acetabular 215 

rim morphology was varied (Fig. 7).  216 

When cam morphology was varied, measured alpha angles did not predict outputs of 217 

interest (Fig. 6). In particular, AP alpha angles were unexpectedly higher (ü Э 63.4oが ü Э 218 

83.1o) in the cases with no labral displacement occurring at 15o rotation than in cases where 219 

labral displacement did occur (ü Э 41.5oが ü Э ヴヴくヶo). The cross-table lateral alpha angle was 220 

largest (ü Э 83.2o) in the most severe impingement case (peak strain = 0.3793), but did not 221 

distinguish between the other models (ü range = 61.0o - 68.5o) where impingement severity 222 

varied as a result of cam size and position as defined on the neck ellipses (strain range = 223 

0.0283 に 0.0341, displacement range = 0 - 1.52 mm).  224 

 225 

When acetabular rim and labral morphology was varied, an increase to bone coverage had 226 

the greatest effect on impingement severity (Fig. 7). A 10% increase in bone (with labrum 227 

size decreased to maintain the same overall coverage) increased strain in the cartilage 228 

labral-junction from 0.1155 to 0.4053. Increasing labral length by 10% (thus increasing 229 

overall coverage) increased labral displacement from 2.76 mm to 3.29 mm, but had little 230 

effect on junction strain, which increased from 0.1155 to 0.1253. 231 

 232 

4. DISCUSSION  233 

The aims of this study were to validate the use of geometrically parameterised femoral 234 

surfaces against segmented equivalents, and to use parametric models to assess key hip 235 

shape morphological variations in 3D. Subject-specific parametric models were compared 236 

with segmented models and trends in parametric models were found to be largely in 237 

agreement with segmented models. Additionally generated parametrically defined femurs 238 

demonstrated the issues with relying on 2D alpha angle measures as an indication of 239 

impingement severity potential. A simplified labrum geometry allowed rapid investigation of 240 

the effects of morphological variations and suggested bony overcoverage can increase 241 

impingement severity. High strains at the cartilage-labral junction resulting from direct 242 

compression of the cartilage by the cam, rather than the stretching of cartilage as a result of 243 

displacement of the labrum, were seen to be the driver of elevated tensile strains in 244 

cartilage in the models. 245 

4.1 Segmented vs parametric models  246 

Similar displacements and strains occurred in the segmented and equivalent parametric 247 

models. This suggested that these outputs were relatively insensitive to the local 248 

undulations on the articular surface, which were present in the segmented models but 249 

smoothed out in the parametric representation. Previous modelling studies have reported 250 

elevated contact pressures and stresses in the anterosuperior cartilage and labrum [5, 9, 251 

12], matching clinical reports of damage [27]. This corroborates with findings of high strain 252 

in the cartilage-labral junction in the models developed in this study.  253 
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The comparison between segmented and parametric models provided confidence in the 254 

results, in that trends and magnitudes present in segmented models were replicated in 255 

parametric models. There was no direct validation since there were other simplifications to 256 

the models in terms of boundary conditions and material properties. Measurement of 257 

impingement risks by the outcome of the FE models should therefore not be understood as 258 

absolute risk. Other studies comparing segmented and parameterised models suggested 259 

idealised geometry can underestimate contact stresses occurring in the hip [6, 7], but did 260 

not specifically investigate geometry related to impingement. In the impingement scenario 261 

modelled here, it was possible to identify the underlying cause of differences in model 262 

outputs by quantifying poor fitting between the smooth, parametric surfaces and more 263 

undulating, segmented surfaces in contact regions.  264 

Given the chosen boundary conditions, displacement of the labrum is a result of the position 265 

and peak size of the cam. When a poorer fit between the parametric and segmented 266 

surfaces at the cam region occurred, impingement contact arose at appreciably smaller 267 

rotation angles in the parametric or segmented case, depending on whether the parametric 268 

surface over- or under-estimated the radius of the segmented cam. Earlier contact in the 269 

model with the larger radius resulted in more displacement of the acetabular soft tissue at 270 

lower angles of rotation. When higher labral displacement occurred in the segmented or 271 

parametric model, the tensile strain in the cartilage-labrum junction was usually also higher, 272 

since the cartilage was both more compressed by the cam and stretched more as a result of 273 

the labral displacement. However discrepancies in the local fit between surfaces at the cam 274 

region could be such that the labral tip displacement was higher, whilst the cartilage was 275 

compressed less and had lower tensile strain. This emphasises that although a low overall 276 

geometrical fitting error can be achieved [10], it does not guarantee that the parametric 277 

geometry is able to precisely capture the shape of all cams. The fit in localised regions may 278 

be poorer than the overall fit, which in the impingement scenario is of particular importance 279 

in the cam region (Fig. 5).  280 

4.2 Parametric tests 281 

Models incorporating parametric femoral variations revealed that cams positioned more 282 

anteriorly resulted in more severe impingement in the simulated scenario (flexion followed 283 

by internal rotation) (Fig. 6). However, the AP alpha angle on both the anterior cam models 284 

was lower than those on the superior cam models. AP alpha angles gave the opposite 285 

prediction to the severity indicated by the model outputs, because superior cams were 286 

more visible in the AP view. In the anterior cam models, the AP alpha angle increased by 287 

only 3.3o when the cam radius was increased, but the severity in the model increased 288 

dramatically, indicated by an increase in tensile strain in the cartilage-labrum junction from 289 

0.03 to 0.38. For superior cams, increasing the cam radius substantially increased the AP 290 

alpha angle, but the additional severity observed in the model was less than that seen 291 

between the anterior cam models. Thus using an AP alpha angle, it was not possible to 292 

predict the severity of impingement.  293 
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Alpha angles above 55o have been suggested as indicators of cam impingement [15, 28, 29], 294 

so the alpha angles generated here were clinically relevant. The cross-table lateral alpha 295 

angle was largest in the most severe impingement case (83.2o), but did not however 296 

distinguish between the other models, with similar angles (all above 60o, with a range of 297 

7.5o) recorded for the three models. The differences in severity predicted by the models 298 

were a result of both the extent and the position of the cams defined in 3D measurements.  299 

In the acetabular coverage tests, greater bony coverage resulted in increased strain (Fig. 7). 300 

The models therefore predicted that elevated bony acetabular coverage likely increases 301 

impingement severity for a given level of rotation. Labral displacement appeared to be 302 

driven by the position of its tip relative to the cam, rather than overall labral length. The 303 

model with increased labrum length but the same overall coverage (less bone), exhibited 304 

less strain at the junction, because the bulk of the labrum was located further from the 305 

labral tip when impingement was initiated. It has been suggested that in dysplastic hips, 306 

labral length may be increased in the weight-bearing zone, potentially compensating for the 307 

lack of bony coverage [30]. The results reported here suggest that the increase in coverage 308 

caused by this reaction may not increase impingement severity to the same extent as in 309 

cases where coverage is elevated due to excess acetabular bone. 310 

4.3 Limitations and challenges 311 

The models in this study suggest direct compression of the cartilage by the cam as the main 312 

cause of impingement damage, but it is important to consider limitations which could mean 313 

that effect of labral displacement is underemphasised. Soft tissues were not visible in the 314 

patient CT scans and as such, femoral cartilage geometry was estimated by expanding the 315 

geometry of the bone, providing consistent methodology for parametric and segmented 316 

surfaces. In addition, the current method of generating parametric models requires bone 317 

segmentation from 3D images. There are clear benefits to being able to take detailed bone 318 

measurements from lower radiation dose imaging systems [31]. However, any reduction in 319 

image resolution and associated increase in distance between image slices, reduces the 320 

precision by which we can establish the cam size and location.  321 

Simplified acetabular geometry was chosen for all models in order to facilitate parametric 322 

assessment of labral changes, and to mitigate convergence issues that resulted from contact 323 

between irregular articular surfaces. It is important to appreciate that significant subject-324 

specific differences also occur on the acetabular side, which could result in altered tissue 325 

strains, since the fit of the femoral head into the acetabulum may vary between patients. 326 

Parametric study of geometrical changes to the femur here assumed constant acetabular 327 

geometry. Whilst parametric study of changes to the labrum was also conducted, the 328 

labrum was defined on a circular acetabular rim, and not verified against subject-specific 329 

cases as the femurs were. This was because labral tissue could not be segmented from the 330 

clinical CT scans. Furthermore, specimen-specific values for acetabular angles were not 331 

deemed appropriate for comparing parametric and segmented models, since it was 332 

important to ensure a certain degree of impingement occurred in order to compare trends 333 
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seen in parametric and segmented cases, and the simplification to spherical acetabular 334 

geometry meant that adjusting acetabular angles would unnecessarily restrict the possible 335 

range of movement that could be simulated. 336 

The adopted approach modelled impingement using applied internal rotations from a 337 

flexion position. Previously published loading data [32] was deemed inappropriate since FAI 338 

patients are younger and have deformities that could result in altered gait patterns. In the 339 

segmentation / parametric comparison models, it was important to ensure the same 340 

boundary conditions were applied to both models of each individual patient. Femurs were 341 

generally rotated about their head centre; in some cases this caused excessive penetration 342 

of the femoral and acetabular surfaces, preventing convergence. Therefore the point of 343 

rotation was adjusted to optimise for model convergence whilst achieving impingement 344 

against the labrum. To ensure a valid comparison, the boundary conditions were always 345 

consistent for the parametric and segmented models of each patient. Differences between 346 

boundary conditions used for distinct patients however meant that models of different 347 

patients were not directly comparable. The use of parametric models (without the 348 

restriction of requiring boundary conditions to match a segmented case) mitigates this 349 

problem because the smoother surfaces are less prone to these errors. Additional 350 

parametric models varying the femur and acetabulum could therefore be developed and 351 

were used to assess the effects of individual morphological variations. Even so, high 352 

deformation of elements in the cartilage-labrum junction prevents models converging past a 353 

certain level of rotation, so results from lower rotation levels were required to compare 354 

models exhibiting severe impingement.  355 

4.4 Conclusions 356 

This study has quantified the effects of using parametric geometries when investigating 357 

femoroacetabular impingement, by comparison with a gold standard segmentation 358 

approach. In a simulation of the impingement scenario, we showed that discrepancies 359 

resulted from possible poor local fit in the cam region, but trends in outcomes of interest 360 

were similar between modelling methods. While still requiring full 3D segmentation, there is 361 

potential to further develop parametric methods to assess impingement severity based only 362 

on measures of the neck and acetabulum.  363 

The parametric study demonstrated the enhanced capability of a three-dimensional analysis 364 

over current clinical measures of planar alpha angles, which are highly dependent on view. 365 

Potential for tissue damage was not predicted by alpha angle measures. We previously 366 

reported that among the 20 patients included in this study, females were more likely to 367 

have cams located in an anterior position, which are less visible in AP radiographs [10]. In 368 

the impingement scenarios tested here, anterior cams caused greater levels of soft tissue 369 

strain and could therefore result in more severe articular damage. Although cams are more 370 

common in males and tend to be more diffuse in females, their position in females could 371 

make them more severe. 372 
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FIGURES 507 

 508 

 509 
Fig 1: Five ellipses fitted to cross sections of the femoral neck at automatically defined 510 

positions, along with a spherical cap, generated the parametric femoral geometry. The first 511 

four ellipses were linearly spaced between x/2 and x, where x is the total number of slices 512 

(rounding these points to integer values). A 5th ellipse was at HR*1.2. Cam size and position 513 

was determined by measurements on the 2nd and 3rd ellipses, focusing on the cam region. 514 

Cam angle indicates the position of the cam, whilst radius and width together indicate the 515 

cam extent [10]. 516 

 517 

 518 

 519 

Fig 2: Examples of meshed models showing segmented and parameterised femurs, and the 520 

acetabulum, modelled as rigid surfaces. Femoral cartilage elements are blue, acetabular 521 

labrum elements are red, and acetabular cartilage elements are green.  522 

 523 

 524 
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 525 

Fig 3: Example of a cross-section through a deformed (bright colour) and undeformed 526 

(shaded) cartilage-labrum junction. Regions of high tensile strain are displayed in red. 527 

 528 
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 529 

Fig 4: Graphs comparing segmented (solid lines) and parametric (dashed lines) models for 530 

each of the 20 cam patients, showing maximum labral displacement (blue, left y-axes, in 531 

mm) and cartilage-labrum junction strain (red, right y-axes as maximum principal 532 

logarithmic strains) with increasing internal rotation of the femur (x-axes, in degrees).  533 

 534 
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 535 
Fig 5: Illustration of differences between segmented (red) and parametric (blue) models due 536 

to poor local fit. Poor local fit is a result of the best fit ellipse failing to adequately capture 537 

the shape of vertices from a slice of the segmented femoral neck. Parametric model nodes 538 

(pink) at a distance > 1 mm from the nearest segmented model node (black) highlight an 539 

example of poor local fit, leading to higher labral strain and displacement (shown at 20o 540 

internal rotation). 541 

 542 

 543 

 544 
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 545 

Fig 6: Labral displacement and cartilage strain for 4 femoral parametric models at 15o 546 

internal rotation and full flexion, with indication of clinical alpha angles. Alpha angles 547 

showed poor correlation to results from parametric models.  548 

 549 
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550 
Fig 7: Labral displacement and cartilage strain for 5 acetabular parametric models at 25o 551 

internal rotation and full flexion, with indication of clinical alpha angles. Strain increased 552 

with greater bone coverage. 553 


